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S'In the paper we discuss the definability of informations 
in Pawlak information systems. Y/e present some inductive infe
rence methods for finding the description of an information 
‘which is minimal with respect to the number of attributes.

CacTeMH penpe3eHTa«HH 3H8.HH&• HmJiopMamiOHBaa oripefleJim iocTh.

B paOoie HccJieayeTcfl Bonpoc onpeaejiHMOcTH HH$opMauHH e 
HHÎ/OpManHOHHHX CHCTeMEX I1ABJIHKA HpH BCnOJ! Ł30BBHHH H3hIKa HH- 
iOpKaUHOHHOfi CHCTeUbl. npH BO^ATCH MeTO^H MHHHMajIbHOTO i C TOHKH 
speHHH KOJiimecTBa Hcnoab3yeMLix xapaKiepHiuc npnshbkob, oimca- 
HHfl HH$opMai;HH, ocHOBaHHoro Ha neTo^ax MaTeiiaTHMecKoii HHAyK- 
UHH.

A b s tra c t . COiepscaHlie • S treszczen ie

Systemy reprezentowania wiedzy. Definiowalność 
informacji

W pracy badany jest problem definiowalności informacji 
w systemach informacyjnych Pawlaka, przy użyciu języka syste
mu informacyjnego. Podane są, oparte na systemach wnioskowa
nia indukcyjnego, metody poszukiwania minialnego, ze wzglę
du na ilość użytych atrybutów, opisu informacji.





INTROBUCTICE

In the paper we develop the method of representing in
formations snc the method of searching for minimal ¡escrip- 
ticns of inforaations.

An information is a set of entities, called objects.
An object is anything which can be spoken of in the subject 
position of a natural language sentence (e.g. book, company). 
Objects need not be atomic or (indivisible. They can be com
posed or structured, but ere treated as a whole. The know
ledge about objects is given through assignment of proper
ties. A property is denoted by a verb phrase in a natural 
language sentence (e.g. is red, is tall). To express proper
ties we use the notions of an attribute (e.g. colour, height 
and an attribute value (e.g. blue, shite; low, tall). A set 
of attributes, a set of values of these attributes and a 
function which assigns attribute values to objects can be 
treated as a potential knowledge.
The system consisting of these sets and a set of objects 
will be called knowledge representation system. Given an 
object, we are able to know its properties expressed by the 
admitted attributes. However in general, we are not able to 
distinguish the all objects, the same properties from the 
admitted set of properties may be assigned to possibly many 
objects. Hence we have to distinguish definable and unde- 
finable informations.
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A definable information is a set of objects for which there 
is a subset of the set of admitted attributes which charac
terizes it uniquely. If such set of attributes does not 
exist, then the information can be characterized only in an 
approximate way. We introduce formal tools to present the 
notion of definable information and the notion of descrip
tion of information. We also consider the problem how to 
find a description of the information minimal with respect 
to the needed attributes.

1. KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION SYSTEM

The notion of a knowledge representation system was 
introduced in Pawlak . Following this paper we present
in this section the basic definitions and facts which will 
be used in the paper.

A system is intended to represent a knowledge about 
some objects. Hence the basic component of the system is a 
finite, non-empty set of objects, e.g. human beings, books 
etc. The knowledge comtainéd in the system will be express
ed through assignment of some characteristic features to 
the objects, e.g. human beings can be characterized by means 
of sex or age, books by means of title or author’s name etc. 
These features will be represented by attributes end the 
values of attributes. Hence the finite., non-empty set A 
of attributes, and for each a£ A the finite set V„ of

f i .

values, of attribute a are the components of tfc system.
The assignment of attribute values to objects from the formal 
point of view can be considered as the function. This function 
is the last component of the system.
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Now, we give the formal definition of a knowledge repre
sentation system.

The knowledge representation system is the system .

where X is a non-empty, finite set, whose elements are call
ed objects,

A is a non-empty, finite set, whose elements are called 
attributes,

V. is a non-empty finite,set, whose elements are calledCL /
values of attribute a,

Example 1.1 ,
Let us consider very simple knowledge representation system 
S, defined as follows

The function J  is defined by means of the following table.

is a total function from set Xx A into set 
V = ^  V such that p (x,a)i V for every xe X.

or h J a

A =  ̂sex, agej 

Vsex = [malei female j

sex_____ age
x^ male young
X£ male medium
Xj female old
x^ male medium
Xc female old
Xg female young
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Observe, that according to the given definition only one 
attribute value can be associated with each object, and for 
each object the value of each attribute is determined. Due 
to the fact, that sets X,A and V are finite, we can iden
tify a system with the finite table, defining function^
The columns of the table are labelled with attributes and 
consist of values of the corresponding attributes. The rows 
of the table are labelled with objects and we admit on occur
rence of identical rows with different labels. The order of 
columns and rows in the table is arbitrary.

Given system S = (X,A,V,j> ), by an information in , S 
we mean any subset of set X, and by a descriptor in S we 
mean any pair (a. p) where a € A and p6V&. Let Dg de
note the set of all descriptors in S. Descriptors are in_ 
tended to describe informations. For instance in the system 
from example 1.1 descriptors (sex male) and (age young) 
describe the information | x^^ , descriptors (sex female) 
and (age old) or (sex female) and (age young) describe 
the information |xj,xgj. However, it is easy to see that 
there are infomations, which cannot be described. Consider 
the system from ex. 1.1 and set ̂ x^fx2 ĵ. Object x^ is des
cribed by descriptors (sex male) and (age young). But the 
pair of descriptors (sex male) and (age medium) describes 
both objects x^ and x^. Thus the knowledge contained in 
our system is not sufficient to distinguish objects x2 and 
x^ and we are not able to describe set ^xy),x2 j in an exact 
way.



Given system S = (X,A,V,j>), we define the family
j aja Â equivalence relations on set X in the follow
ing way:

(x,y)fia iff ^(x, a)=j>(y,a)

Ihis means, that two objects belong to relation %  

just in case they cannot b6 distinguished by means of at
tribute a.

Given proper subset B of set A of attributes, the
relation C] b will be denoted by B, and the relation 
O b £ B ~ii a will be denoted by S. Hence, for set C £ A two

a fc A '
objects belong to relation C if and only if they are undia- 
tingui3hableI with respect to all the attributes from set C.

Example 1.2
Consider system S, given in ex. 1.1. The following facts 
are true:

(x1,x2)£ sax

(x,,,x6)g yoang^

(x2,x^)£ S = \ sex, young = sex n young 

(Xj,x^)£ S .

For any System S the equivalence classes of relation 
S will be called elementary sets of objects in S. Thus 
relation S provides the classification of objects accord
ing to the knowledge contained in the system, and objects 
belonging to an elementary’ set are undistinguish&ble with 
respect to the knowledge represented by the system.
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Example 1.3
The elementary sets for the system given in ex. 1.1 

are the following:

I xi5» [ * 3 ’ x 5 ) >  l x e )

Let us observe that according to our previous conside
rations, each information in system S can be described, 
by' using descriptors, up to the equivalence S. In parti
cular, all the informations which.are proper subsets of ele
mentary sets cannot be described.

System S will be called selective if all the equi
valence classes of relation S are one-element sets. It 
follows, that if system S is selective, then every infor
mation in S can be represented by means of descriptors.

More detailed considerations on comparing the express
ive power of knowledge representation systems are given in 
Orłowska, Pawlak C?3 .

2. KNOWLEDGE, DESCRIPTION LANGUAGE
»

In this section we describe in the formal way the me
thod of representation of informations by means of descrip
tors, namely we define the formalized language such that 
the expressions of this language will be interpreted as sets 
of objects of a knowledge representation system. Expressions 
of the language will provide a syntactical characterization 
of informations in the system, and informations will be con
sidered as the semantical part of the knowledge contained 
in the system. I
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Assume, we are given system S = (X,A,V, ) • 7/e define
formalized language Lg as follows. Expressions of the lan
guage will be built up from the following symbols:
-  symbol« a 1, 8 g , . . .  , a n, IS  n i g  , denoting names of  a t 

t r ib u te s  from se t  A,

- symbols p,q,r, with indices if necessary, denoting names 
of values of attributes, i.e. elements of set V,

- symbol - of ucary operation,
-  symbols + ,  . ,  -7  ,  <>-7 of binary operations,
- brackets (,).

For the sake of simplicity, in the following we will 
identify names of attributes and nsmea of attribute values 
with attributes and values of attributes respectively.

Atomic expressions of language Lg are the descriptors. 
The set of all expressions of Lg is the least set contain
ing the set Dg and closed under operations

The language described above was defined in Marek,
Pawlak [3] • Following this paper the expressions of lan
guage Lg will be called terms.

We now present the interpretation of terms, namely, we 
define inductively the function valg from the set of all 
terms into the family of all subsets of set X, called the 
value of a term in system S: 
valg(a,p) - ĵ xe X j (x, a) ■ p \ , 
valg(-t) * - valg t 
valgit^+tg) - valsti w valgtg 
valg(t1 • tg) ■ valgt1 vslgtg 
valg(t.j t2) » -valst1 o valgtg, 
valg(t1 12) * valg(t1-> 12) n valgitg-? t.,).



According to the given interpretation terms represent 
sets of objects and operations on terms correspond to the 
set-theoretical operations on sets of objects. In particular 
operations -» + ,• correspond to complement, union and inter
section, respectively.

We will say that term t is valid in system S if
val0t = X. We will »rite f= t whenever t is valid in S.S ig

Example 2.1
Consider the system S given by the following tablé
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and terms

t., - (ap1)»(b q2)

%2 m (ap2)*(bq2) 
t^ - (ap.,) + - (bq2)
*4 - (bq-,) “7 (aP1 )
*5 - ( ^ K - *  ( ^ 3 )

We have

valg t, -{x,,*3 J 
valg t2 - 0
valg t̂  * valg t^ * valg t,. - X
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The presented language enables us to represent syntac
tically the knowledge given in the form of a knowledge repre
sentation system S. More exactly, each terra t can be con
sidered as the syntactical presentation or description of an 
information which is identified with the set valgt.

The valid terms play a special role. For instance the 
following facts are true.

Pact 2.1. If term t̂  tg is valid in system S,
then valgt^9 valgtg.

Hence if t1 —? t2 than the information valgt1
S

is stronger, than the information valgtg.

Pact 2.2. If term t̂ <r-> t2 is valid in system S,
then valgt1 ■ valgtg.

This means that if j= t1 -̂'> tg than the informations
S

described by terms t1 and tg are equal.
In the following we present some important examples of 

terms valid in a system and we show how the set of all the
terms valid in a system can be characterized syntactically.
For the purpose we distinguish the special class of terms, 
called elementary terms.

Term t is said to be elementary if it is of the form
{a1 p1)*...* (flaPn) where a1,...,aQ are all the distinct
attributes from set A and p.,»...,pn ere some attribute 
values from sets Va1,»..»Vaa respectively.

Pact 2.3« If t is an elementary term then val t is
S

an elementary set or the empty set.
If follows, that elementary terms provide descriptions

/v
of equivalence classes of relation S.
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Example 2 .2  

Consider system S from example 2.1.
The following are examples of elementary terms in the language

t1 = (a P2}*(b q3)
t2 “ (a P.,)' (b q2}
t3 « {a P.,)* (b V
*4 - (a P.])'(b q3)
have
yalgt, .. [ x 2)
valSt2 " K • x y )
valst3 - [x^

va!s t4 - 0 •

The equivalence classes of relation S are the followings

[X1 ,x3i) 1X2) ix4) '
Let t.j,...ttm, my, 1 be all the elementary terms

which have non-empty values in a system S. Then terms
t_ * t1+...+ t will be oalled description of system S. o I m

Pect 2.4. Description tg of system S is valid in S.
Consider term of the form

(a p)«-> -(a p1)»...'- (a pj)

where are all the distinct values of attribute
a. We denote this term by t< >, ;lap 1

Pact 2.5» Por each descriptor (a p)£Dg term t^fl j 
is valid in system S.

1
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Example 2.3 
Consider the system from ex. 2.1 
V7e have

tg » (a ) * (b q2) + (ap2)*(bq3) + (ap.ji’fbqj)

vals ts = [ x1tx2,x3,x4\

t (ap^) = ((ap-jK-? — (ap2))

t(bq2) » ((bq2)<-> -(bq^) » -(bq^))

We now state the fact which says that the set of all 
terms valid in system S can be characterized syntactically.

Pact 2.6. The following conditions sre equivalent:
(i) term t is valid in system S,
(ii) term t can be derived from set t ^ j t, , : (a p)= Do I I a P) £•
of terms by using axioms and inference rules of the classicel
propoeitional calculus.

Due to thiB fact terns tg and tjg j for (a p]£Dg
can be considered as axioms of the system S. Axiom tg pro
vides the description of the set of objects and the elementary 
sets of objects, and axioms t^g ĵ provide description of 
the set of attributes and the set of values of attributes.

In the following we consider the problem of normal forms 
for terms.

By a literal we mean a term of the form (a p) or
-(a p) for (a p)£ Dg. Term t is said to be in disjunctive
normal form if it is of the form t,+...+t , m > 1, aadi m ' , •
each t̂ , i = 1,...,m is an intersection of finite number 
of literals.
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Pact 2.7. for each term t of language Lg there is 
term t' of Lg in disjunctive normal form such that 
val̂ . t = v'ils'fcl •

To obtain such term t* for a given term t we use 
the following equalities, which are counterparts of the well 
known laws of the classical propositional calculus, 
valgit-!-? t2) « vals(-t1+t2) 
valgit.jC-? tg) = valgit^tg + -t^-tg) 
valg(t1(t2+t3)) = valg(t^* t2 + t1*t;j)

V8lS(t1*t2) 3 valS(t2 t1) 
valg(-(t^+tg)} = valgt-t^ -tg)
valgf-ft^'tg)) = valg(~t^+ -tg)
valg(t't) = t = valg(t+t)
valg(t^ <r9 tg) o valgl-t^-^ -tg)

valg(  t) a valgt

valg(t»-t) »

vslg(t+ -t) - X

A term is said to be in positive form if signs - , ,  £-)

do not occur in it.

Pact 2.8. Por every terra t of language Lg there is 
term t1 of Lg in the positive and disjunctive normal form 
such that valot = valQt’.O O  -t

To obtain such term t we use the previously listed
equalities, and moreover the following one:

valg(-(ap)) ■ valgi(ap1)+...+(apQ))

where p»p-)»...,pn are all the distinct values of attribu
te a.
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A term is said to be complete if it ie the union of
some elementary terms. •

It follows that any complete term is in the positive and 
disjunctive normal form.

Pact 2.9. Por any term t of language Lg there is a 
complete term t1 of Lg such that valgt => valgt' .

To obtain such term t’ for a given term t we use all
the previously given equalities and the following ones:

valgt » valg(t»tQ) 

where ta « (ap^) +...+ (apn)» a€A

and P^j.x j Pjj are all the diatinot values of attribute a.

3. DEFINABLE INFORMATIONS

Given system S = (X,A,V, y ) and language Lg, *>e »ill 
say that eet ïçX is definable in system S if there is 
tena t of Lg such that Y «» valgt.

Thus definable seta play the role of those informations 
contained in system S, which can be represented syntactical
ly by means of expressions of language Lg.

Example 3*1
Consider system S from ex. 2.1.

It is easy to see that sets [x^x-^and jx^xg.x^ are 
exemples of definable sets. ?he respective terms are the 
following:
t1 ■= (ap̂  ) • (bq2) valg t1 « ^ » x ^

t2 - (ap.| )* (bq2) + (ap2)»(bq3) valg tg = Jx1,x2,x3 l|
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Sate and are examples of seta which
are not definable in our system. It follows from the follow
ing reasoning. Due to Paot 2.9 we can look for a description 
of set | x.pig'1) among complete terms.
Since x1 6 valgf (sp̂  Hbq2)) and Xgt valg{ (apgMbq^)), we have 
to use at least elementary termB (ap-jHbqg) and (apgHbq^).
But the value of the union of these terms is sst ix^xg.x^j.

Observe, that, set X snd the empty set are definable 
in S by terms of the form t+ - t and t*- c respectively. 
Moreover, the family of sets definable in S is closed under 
union, intersection and complement. Hence the following fact 
is true.

Pact 3.1. The family of all sets definable in system S 
is a Boole’an algebra.

The question arises Vihat are the conditions for definabi
lity of every subset of set X. The answer is the following.

Pact 3.2. If system S = (X.A.V.j- ) is selective, then 
every subset of set X is definable in S.

It follows from the fact, that each elementary set of 
the selective system is the one-element set. Hence, we obtain 
the respective term by taking the union of all the elementary 
terms, whose values consist of elements of the considered set.

The praeented notions of knowledge representation system 
and knowledge description language provide tools to formulate 
end to solve sevsral problems from the field of artificial intel
ligence. In sections 4, 5, 6, 7 we present soice elementary tasks,
which are components of many artificial intelligence problems.

_ \ ,
V>’e define these tasks and describe their solutions using the
techniques introduced in sections 1, 2, 3.



4. CHARACTERISTIC DESCRIPTION OP A SET OP OBJECTS

In this section we consider the following problem. Given 
system S *> (X,A,Y,y ) and non-empty subsot Y of set X of 
objects. We wish to define a term, which could be considered 
as a description of set Y. We' distinguish two cases.

Case 4.1. Set Y is definable in system S. In this
case v*e define, what is called the characteristic description
of set Y. We take all the elementary terms t1 ,...,tm, 1,
such that their values are nonempty and Y = valgt^ \s »• . O
val« tm. Then term tv = t- +...+ t will be called characte- £> m Y 1 m
ristic description of set Y. It is easy to see that t^ 
behave the property valgt^ = Y , so it is the term which 
defines set Y.

He now consider the membership problem. If we wish to 
know whether object y belongs to set Y, determined by its 
characteristic description, we simply consider the elementary 
term t’ such that ysvalgt* and we check whether term 
t’ —7 t^ is valid in S. If it is the case, then 
valgt'£ valgt^ and hence ye Y. If it is not the esse, then

Example 4«1
tie consider the system from ex. 2.1 and set Y » ĵ x̂  »x2»xj} * 
Term ty * (ap.j)*{bq2) + (apgMbq^) is the characteristic des
cription of set Y.

this oaee there is no term of language Lg which will define 
set Y and we are able to describe set Y using terms of Lg 
only in an approximate way. We define what is called upper des
cription and lower description of set Y.

Case 4.2. Sat Y . is not definable in system S. In
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Case 4*2.1.
By upper description of sat Y = we moan term
ty = t1+...+tm, m^1, where t1,...,ta) ar® elementary terms
such that for each i ■ 1.....   yife valgty. Observe, that
Y£ valg ty and va^s *Y “ |x ’! tbere i8 an X suoh
that (x,y)€ S and y£ Y^.
Set valg ty will be called upper approximation of set Y 
and will be denoted by Y.

Given the upper description ty of set Y, the problem 
whether object y belongs to set Y can be answered in an 
approximate way. We consider elementary term t* such that
yfevalgt1 and we check whether term t1-? ty is valid in sy
stem S. If it is the case then we know that either ye Y
or yfcY-Y. If term t'-? ty is not valid in S then we know
that y^ Y.

Example 4*2
We oonsider the system S from ex. 2.1 and set Y = j x^x^]. 
Term ty - (ap.jMbqg) + (apgMbq^) is the ujSper description 
of Y and we have valg ty - ^x-j.igtX^j.

Case 4*2.2
By lower description of set Y ■ | y1»..*,yjnj, m^-1,

we mean term ty = t^+...+ t̂ , h < m, where t^,...,^ are 
all the elementary terms such that valg t. « Y, i = 1,...h. 

Observe, that valg ty£ Y and valgty - £x €X for

every y€ X if (x,y)£S^ then yfcY^j.

Set valgty will be called lower approximation of set Y and
will be denoted by Y.
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If we wish to know whether object y belongs to set Y, 
which is given by means of its lower description, then as pre
viously we check the validity in system S of term t ty,

where t' is the elementary term such that ye valgt1. If this 
term is valid in S, then we know that valg t1 ç valgty and 
hence y€ Y. But if term t ’ ty is not valid in S, then 
we cannot answer the membership question, namely we cannot dis
tinguish the case y^ Y and the case y€Y - Y.

Example 4*3
Consider the system S from ex. 2.1 and aet Y * ^x^x^.
Term ty (ap2) • (bq^) is the lower description of Y, and
we have valg ty - [X2J*

In the following we will say that a term is a descrip
tion pf the set of objects whenever it is characteristic des
cription, upper description or lower description of this eet.

5. DESCRIPTION OP A CLASSIFICATION OP A SET OF OBJECTS

Assume, we are given system S = (X,A,V,j») and parti
tion » ro } 2, of set X, i.e. sets Y1t...,Ym are
non-empty, pairwise disjoint subsets of set X and
X » Y ...VY .I m
The problem is to find descriptions of sets Y1,...,Y(a. The 
set of these descriptions will be called the description of 
the classification.

In this section we describe only those aspects of the 
problem which follow from the considerations of the previous 
section. The problem of selection of attributes, which are ne
cessary to describe the partition, will be presented in sec
tions 8, 9, 10.
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Caee 5.1. Seta Y1»• • • are dafinable in system S. 
In this caee for each set Y^, i = 1,...,m, we proceed in 
the way, described in section 4 under case 4.1 and we obtain
the description of the given partition by means of characte-

»

ristic descriptions t^ ,...»ty *
1 m

Sets valQtv ,..., valQtv are non-empty pairwise disjoint 
ù *1 ù Im '

seta and val„tv ̂ ... u valctv = X.S *1 S YtD
In this oaBe the membership question csn be answered 

precisely, as it was described in case 4-1 .

Example 5*1
We consider the system S from ex. 2.1 and sets

{X1 *x2»x3 *x4 0nd it coincides with the partition JY^Y^.

Case 5.2. There is an i t jl,..»,m^ such that set 
Yi is not definable in S.

In this caBe we use case 4.1 to obtain characteristic

finsble in S, and case 4.2 for sets Y^ i£;1,...,mj which 
are not definable in S. Since the construction described in 
case 4.2 provides the approximate descriptions of sets Y^, 
we obtain the approximate description of the given partition. 
If we choose upper description of Y^ then sets 
Y1 ,...,Y^,...,Ym may not be pairwise disjoint. If we choose 
the lower description of Yi then set Y^ ... Yi ... Ym 
may be properly pontained in set X.

descriptions of those sets Y^, which are de-



It follows that in general the membership question could 
not be answered precisely, as it was described in section 4 
case 4*2.

Example 7.2.
Consider the system S from ex. 2.1 and sets Y1 = ) x^,x^ '] 
and Yg =  ̂x^,x4  ̂* S®*8 ^1>Y2 are not definable in S.
Consider terms t^ = (ap̂  Hbq2) + (ap2)'(bq̂ ) + (ap.jHbq.j),

ty = (ap.,Mbq2) + (ap1 )•(bq^ )*

v/e have

valSiY1 = (x1'x2»x3} •

valS*Y2 3 [x1,x3*x4̂) *
Hence family valgty , valgty  ̂ is not the partition of
set X.
If we choose terms 

-Y1 “ (ap2H  bq^), 

ty « (ap1 )«(bq1),

then valgty = [ x 2 and V a ls-Y = tX4  ̂’ and in tlli9 0336

we also do not obtain the partition of set X.
However, it is easy to see, that both pairs of terms

tv , tv and tv , tv provide the partitions of set X.
1 2 ~ Y1 2
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6. SELECTION OP REPRESENTATIVE EXAMPLE

Id this section we deal with the problem of defining 
what is called a representative subset of a set of objects. 
Given system S = (X,A,V,j> ) and set Y £ X, roughly speak
ing, we wish to find set Z £ X, such that if we know a des
cription of set Z, then we know the description of set Y.

Case 6.1. Set Y is definable in system S. Let t 
be the term which defines set Y. By the representative sub
set of set Y * ̂  y1, • • • ,ym ,̂ m. 7, 1, we mean a minimal set

such that if are elementary terras with the proper
ty £ valyt^, for all j ~ 1,...,h, then term

* valg(t1 +•*.+ t^) •
In other words the representative subset of a definable 

set is obtained by taking exactly one element from each ele
mentary set contained in the given set. Hence if Z is the 
representative subset of definable set Y then Z £ Y.

Example 6.1*
Consider the system S from ex. 2.1 and set Y = ^»x^.x^j.

Case 6.2. Set Y is not definable in system S.
In the case we have to decide whether we wish to obtain the 
representative subset of the upper or lower approximation of 
Y and proceed in the way described in case 6.1.

Jt <—> (t.j +...+ t̂ ) is valid in S. This neans that valgt =>



It follows, that if we construct the representative subBet 
of the upper approximation of set Y then we take single 
element from each elementary set which has the nonempty inter
section with set Y, and if we construct the representative 
subset of the lower approximation of set Y, then we take 
single element from each elementary set, which is contained 
in set Y.

Example 6.2.
Consider the system S from ex. 2.1 and set Y = ^x^x^.
We have Y - [ x ^ x y x ^  and Y - The representative
subsets of Y are sets ^x^.x^ and ^XyX^j. The represen
tative subset of set Y is set | x ^  • We have

’" V y 5 ’*l8*l*1.x3,x4J-

Let us observe, that if system S is selective, i.e. 
each elementary set contains exactly one element, then the 
only representative subset of a set of objects is this set 
itself.

Example 6.3
Consider the selective system, obtained from the aystem S 
of ex. 2.1 by removing object X y  and set Y ■ ^x^xgj. The 
only representative subset of Y is set j^x^xgj. None of 
sets and' jxĝ j can be its representative subset since we
have
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7. CLASSIFICATION DETERMINED BY REPRESENTATIVE EXAMPLES
/

In this section we deal with the generalization of the 
problem discussed in section 6.

Assume, we are given system S * (X,A,V, f  ) and the 
partition Y^,...,Ym ĵ, m > 2, of set I. The problem is 
to find representative subsets of sets Y1,...,Ym# In this 
section we do not consider those aspects of the problem, which 
concern the choice of attributes, which are necessary for 
proper characterization of representative subsets, it will be 
the subject of the next sections.

Csse 7.1. Sets Y„,...,Y are definable in S.1 m
Consider the representative subsets of sets Y1,...,Yffl, ob
tained as in section 6, case 6.1.
These subsets provide the characteristic description
ty ,...,tY of sets Y1#...,Ym respectively, and the parti- 

1 » m
tion £ valgt^ ,...,valgtY ‘j coincides with partition

[*.1..... î m)  '

Example 9.1
We consider the system S from ex. 2.1 and sets

Y1 " i.x1,z3^ and Y2 = [x2,x4^ *
Representative subsets of Y1 are j x1 ̂ and^'x^j, repre
sentative subset of Y2 is set jx2,x^. We have valgt^x L =

“ ValSt[x3  ̂" valStY1 = Y1 and vaV [ x 2,x4} “ *2 *

Case 9.2. Among sets Y1,...,Y(n there is set Y^ which
is not definable in S.
If we construct upper approximation Ŷ  of set Y , then 
the resulting family of sets j Y1,..»,Yi,»..fY£B ̂  may not be 
a partition, since the sets may not be pairwise disjoint.



/
Example 9.2

Consider èets =■ ,x2  ̂, Y2 = {_*•}) i ¥3 a ‘ * 4 ') * rom t 1̂8

system S of ex. 2.1. Sets * 1*^2 are not definable in S
and sat Y^ is definable in S. Consider sets Y 1 = ^x^x^x^j 
and .Yg * ^ x lfx^. As the representative subsets of Y1 and 
Y^ we oan take sets ¡'x̂ xĝ j <ind respectively. We havo

valSt[x1,x2^ valSt[x1,x3i) " [X1 rX3^ andheQce te™ 8
tr „ 1 , tf_ _ 1 » t* 1 do not desoribe a partition of
L I * 2) [ 1 * 3) (.4 J

sat X.
Similarly, if we choose the lower approximation Y^ of 

set Y^, then the family j Y1 ,...,Y^,...,Ym  ̂ may not be a par
tition, because the union of the sets may not coincide with 
set X. t

Example 7»3
Consider sets Y^, Yg, Y. from ex. 7.2 and sets Y1 =» {*2 ) 
and Y2 - <f> • The representative subsets of Y^ and JÇ2

are these sets themselveB. Hence we have valgt^ ^valgty

■ ix2*x4) *  X*
It follows, that w6 do not obtain a partition.

8. DEPENDENT ATTRIBUTES
s

In the previous sections we discussed the method of de
fining descriptions of sets of objects from the point of view 
of selectivity or non-selectivity of the given knc>wledge repre
sentation system, and what follows, from the point of view of
definability or non-definability of sets of objects. In the

/
following three sections we will consider the problem what 
attributes in the system are not necessary to describe properly

27 -
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a set of objects. Namely, we show what attributes can be omit
ted in defining descriptions of given sets, without loosing 
the adequacy of the description.
In sections 8 and 9 we describe the problem from the semanti
cal point of view and in section 10 we present syntactical 
methods of reducing of eet of attributes.

Given system S = (X,A,V,ji)f 
attribute b is said to be dependent on attribute e iff 
8 5 b. We define dependency relation =7 on set A as 
follows:

a =7 b if* 7  £ 'b .

We extend relation =7 on the family 2A of all subsets 
of set As

B =} C iff B £ r.

For the sake of simplicity we will write a =£ b, a => B
and B =7 a instead of a^ =7 j_bJ* [b] —? B and
B =7 | a} respectively.

The meaning of the dependency relation is the followings 
holding of condition B ■“70 assures that if a pair of objects 
cannot be distinguished by means of attributes belonging to 
set B, then it cannot be distinguished by attributes from 
set C, in other words values of attributes from sets C 
are determined by values of attributes from set B.

Example 8.1
Consider the system given by the following table
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a b c

X1 Pi q1 r1
x2 P2 2̂ r3
x3 P1 q3 r2
x4 ?2 <*2 r3
x5 Pi *1 r4

/V -V A/ ,—• ^
The partitions generated by relations a, b, o and a a b
are the followings

a [x1,x3,x5  ̂ i |x2,3C4^

b iX1’X5̂ ) ’ ix3 ̂  *• lx2,x4)

~  I*!1) » lx3̂ ) ' fX2*X4J • W
Tft'b I x ^ X g ^  ̂  , [*2.*4 !)'

We have

b =•} a , c =? | a, b ̂ , c a , ^c, b ̂ •=? a.

A subset B of set A of attributes is said to be de-
/v«i ^pendent in system S if there is set C ^ B such that C = B.

Set B is said to be independent in S if it is not depend
ent in S.

Example 8.2 
Consider system S such that

^ n i >x2,x3,x4**5

A - [a, b, 0, d}

and assuae that attributes generate the following partitions 
of set X:
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8 l X 1 »x2,x5̂) ^*3**4

b [ x -\) i * 2 >x3 ,X 4 ,X5^

0 {x, x2 x3 x+J (x5)

1  [ * l )  1* 3 * 4 1  1* 2 * 5 5 *
A/ /v ^  /v ^Relation S = a « b « c n d  provides the following partition:

l*l) [ X2 )  1*3 V )  1*5 5

Set A is dependent in S because set B = £ a,b,cj
A/ /V/obeys the property B » A.

It is easy to check that for sets C = ĵ a,c,d̂ ) and
f 1 ~  —D ■ I c,dS we also have C «= D = A.
Given system S = (X,A,V,J ), we will say that set 

B S A is the reduct of set A if B is the minimal set such 
that B ■ 'k.

Example 8.3
In system S from ex. 8.2 set D is the reduct of set A.

The corresponding system, obtained from system S by
removing all the attributes from set A - B where B is the
reduct of A will be called the reduced system for S and
will be denoted by Sg. It follows that Sg = (X,B, jv^beB*
p t  X*B). We will denote the set ^  V. by V^.
J btB
Observe that since for any reduced system Sg for system S 
we have Sg * S, so system Sg has the same abilities to 
characterize objects as system S. liore exactly, the elementa
ry sets in Sg are the same as in S and hence sets of defi
nable objects in Sg are the same as in S.

I
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Hence, if we are given system S with sot A of attri
butes and we manage to find the reduced system Sg for S such
that BÇ A, then using language Lc we can describe the sa- 

r B
me informations as using language Lg.

9. ATTRIBUTES WHICH ARB REDUNDANT FOR DESCRIBING CLASSI
FICATION

Assume, we are given system S * (X,A,V,y } and the par
tition Z = * m ̂  2> of 86-6 x* The Problem is
to find the minimal subset of the set A of attributes which 
is necessary to describe partition Z.

In other worda, we are given terms which are descriptions
of sets and we wish to know for which attributes
as A all descriptors of the form (a p), p£ V , occurring
in these terms are redundant.

In this section we explain the solution of the problem 
from the semantical point of view, and in the next section we 
present syntactic methods of checking the redundancy of attri
butes.

To Bolve the problem, first we should find the reduct of 
set A of attributes, namely the minimal subset B of set A 
such that relations S and B coincide. Then, we consider the 
reduced system Sg and proceed in the following way.

Case 9.1. System Sg is selective.
In this case we try to find subset C of set B whioh is the 
minimal set such that each set Yi, i n  1,...,m, is the 
union of some equivalence classes of relation C. If set C 
is a proper subset of set B then we consider system



s' = (X,C,Vq, ÿ  f1 X* C), obtained from system Sg by removing 
all the attributes from set B-C. Let t^,«..,t^ be characte
ristic descriptions of sets »• • • io the language Lg; 
and let t^»*»»»t be the characteristic descriptions of these
sets in language LQ . It is easy to see that for each

B
i = 1,...,m term tj^? tj_ is valid in Sg. Hence in this 
case terms tîj,...,t̂ , with redundant attributes removed, pro
vide the description of the partition Z.

Case 9.2* System Sg is not selective 
In this case for each set Y^, i = we decide whether
we are interested in description of its upper or lower approxi
mation and we consider family z ' *  ̂ Y^ ,...,Y ^  \  of sets such 

) — >that ^  b or Y^ = Y^, i » 1,...,m. Then we proceed as
in case 8.1.

Example 9.1
Assume, we 8re given the following system S:
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Consider relations a, b, c, d. Equivalence classes of these 
relations are the following
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7  !*•] x3̂) {*2 * 5  x e ) jx4 x l )  [x8 )
f  (x, x3 Xj.Xg x? x8j [x2 x4)

c jx, x 5)  {x3x4x6x8  ̂ jx2 z 7)

d |x, x2 *3 x4 x6 x7 X8J {*gj

Assume, lie are given partition Z = ̂ Y.j,Y2̂  of aet X, where 
Y1 « | x1,x2,x3,x4  ̂ and Yg = |x^x^.x^xg ̂ . It is easy to

i*-* ^see that equivalence classes of relation a ^ b cover sets
^  A/ f**Y1t Y2, and none of relations a, b, c, d have this property:

i "* ,1*1 *3̂  i*ai if*X ,1*5 x61) [*?) (Ia)i
I, r2

Consider term t of language Lg which is the characteristic 
description of set Y2:

t (a3)*(b2HcOHdO) +

+ (a3Mb2Ho1).{d2) +

+ (a1 )*(b2).(o2)-{d2) +

+ (aOMb2MclMd2)

and term t' of language Lg, where

(̂ xix2x3x4x5x6x7x8 ’ ia,^3 *  ̂ ’ J  ^
land J is obtained from the table of our system S be removing 

the columns labelled by c and d:

t' (a3)'(b2) + (a 1)-(b2) + (a0>(b2).

Term t <-? t’ is valid in system S
Moreover, the following terms are valid in system S:
(a 3 )-Cb2) + (a1).(b2) + (a0).(b2)<->
<-? {(a3) + (al) + (aO)) * (b2),
(a3) + (a 1) + (a0)<r9 - (a2).
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Hence term t <r? -(a2)*(b2) is valid in 3. So term
-{a2Mb2) is the description of set Yg. Since Ŷ  = “^2* 
term (a2) + - (b2) is the description of aet Ẑ .

10. INDUCTIVE INFERENCE METHODS OF REDUCING ATTRIBUTES

In this section we deal with the following problem. Given 
system S ■ {X,A,V,y), language Lg and term t of Lg, we 
are going to find term t* such that term t t’ is valid 
in S and term t' contains less descriptors than term t. 
Without the lose of generality we. can assume that term t is 
in the complete form, that is it has the form of a union of 
some elementary terms. We assume that each elementary term oc
curring in t has non-empty value in S. It follows from the 
considerations of the previous sections, that we cannot remove 
from set t none of elementary terms as a «hole, because it 
leads to the change of its value. If we remove some descriptors, 
then we obtain term t̂  such that valgt£ valgt1. This means 
that term t t( is valid in S and moreover, this validity 
follows from the logical laws only. Hence, from the point of 
view of logical inference, our task is to find term tJ which 
is inductively implied by term t and the axioms of system S.

There are many papers concerning systems of inductive 
inference: 1,2,4,5,6,9,10 .j
In this section we present some inductive inference systems 
for language Lg. We use the ideas of inductive resolution 
given in Morgan £5}»

In section 2 we defined special terms, called literals, 
namely by a literal we mean a descriptor or the complement of 
a descriptor. A term which is an intersection of a finite num
ber of literals will be celled a clause.
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It follows thst an elementary term is a clause and by Pact 2.7 
each term of language Ls can be replaced by the term which 
is a union of olausee. Given term t and set Z of terms 
in the disjunctive normal form let Cl (t) and Cl (Z) denote 
the set of all clauses occurring in t and in all the terms
from set Z } respectively.

✓
10.1. Inductive inference system 11

System 11 is based on the following rule of inductive inference

t . (a p) , t\ -(a p)R -----------------------
t • t

I
where t and t* are clauses,

(a p)6 Dg.
For a set Z of clauses, let R(Z) denote the set containing
set Z and closed with respect to rule R,

The following fact states that rule R is a kind of a 
falshood preserving rule.

Fact 10.1 if valg(t«(a p)) *  and valg(t » — (ap)) =<¿5 
then valg(t » t1 ) - \j) . .

Let AXg be the set consisting of term tg and all
the terms t j  for (ap)€ Dg. The set of complements of
all the terms from set AXg will be denoted by CoAxc .

Fact 10.2. For any terms t,t' in disjunctive normal 
form, if Cl(t) £  R(Cl(CoAXg u jt ̂ )) then term t * —> t

is valid 'in S.
Due to this fact if we are given the set of clauses 

taken from the description t of a given set of objects and 
from the complements o# the axioms of system S, then we can



use rule R to derive clauses, which are the possible hypo
theses to acoount term t. Theorem 10.2 assures thst each 
union of a finite number of the produced clauses is the term 
t 1 such that V8lgt' £ valgt. Our aim is to find among these 
terms the term which is minimal with respect to the number of 
attributes and provides the description of set valgt.
It follows from considerations of sections 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 that 
none of the elementary terms occurring in term t can be 
dropped as a whole. Hence term t* have to oonsist of disuses 
t^,...,tn, n ̂  1 such that for each elementary term te from
term t, there is an i€[l,...,n} such that te ~y ̂  is va
lid in S. It is advisable to choose clauses t1,...,ttl in
such a way, that for a certain attribute a e  A none of descrip
tors (ap) for p6 V0 occur in them. If we manage to do so, 
then attribute a is redundant with respect to the description 
of set valgt.

Example 10.1 
Consider the system S
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a b

X1 1 0

*2 1 2

X3 0 1

X4 2 1

x5 0 2

and term t » (a1)>(b0) + (a1)*(b2) + (aOMbl).

*>] •
The clauses corresponding to term t are the following
1 (a1 )•( bO)
2 (a1).(b2)
3 (aOHbl)

1
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In the following we liet some of the clauses obtained from 
terms from the set CoAx,,

4 (aO)*(a 1) _t (ao)
5 (alMa2)

1
_t{a2)

6 (bl).<b2) ”t(b2)
7 (b0).(b1) 1
s8 (b0).(b2) j -
9 -(bO). - (b1 )•- (b2) J
10 -(aO)* - (a2)>- (bO)-- (b2)
11 -(aO);- (a 1)• — (b1) S -tg
12 -(a 1 }• - (b1)»- (b2) J

Using rule R we produce the following clauses

13 (a 1)»— (b1 )* - (b2) 1.9
14 -(b1).- (b2) 12,13
15 (bO).- (b2) 7,14
16 (bO) 8,15
17 (a1 )• - (bO)-- (b1) 2,9
18 (a 1)•— (b1) 1.17
19 -(aO).- (bl) 11,18
20 — (a 0 )•( b2) 6,19
21 -(aO)*- (a2). - (bO) 10,20
22 -(aO)»- (a2) 1 6 ,2 1

23 -(aO).{a1) 5,22
24 (a 1) 4,23
Using these clauses we form term 
t' *  (a1) + (a0)*(b1)» 
which ie the minimal term satisfying the desired conditions
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valgt = valgt' »

(= (a 1M  bO) (a 1 ),
S

f= (alHb2 ) - 7  (al),
rS
b (aO)-(b1 ) —7 (eOMtD.
rS
Hence we can simplify term t not changing its value, but 
in our system there are no redundant attributes with respect 
to the description of set \ x1 fx2 ,x Ĵ.

10.2. Inference system 12

Observe that if we are given two clauses t̂  and tg 
such that term t1 <̂ -7 t^ is valid in S, then obviously 
valgt^ - ^  iff valgtg m . Hence we can define the fa
mily of falshood preserving rules:

g(ap) *•
t . -(ap1)• ... • - (apn )

t . -(ap.| ) • ... • - (app) 
t . (ap)R(ap)

where t is a clause, ae A and p,p1 ,«*«,pn are all the 
different values of attribute a.
Let R.j(Z) denote the set of clause? containing set Z of 
clauses and olosed with respect to th# rules R, R(ap'
for all (a p)t Dg.

Fact 10.3. For any terms t and tJ in disjunctive 
normal form if ci (t' )£  R.j (Cl( j-tg,tj ) ) then term t* —> t 
is valid in S.
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Example 10.2
Consider the system given in example 10.1 and term 
t = (a0)*(b1) + (a2)*{b1) + (a0)«(b2). We have valgt =• *
The clauses from term t and some of the clauses froTi term 
-tg are listed below:

1 (aOMbD
2 (a2 )*(b1)
3 (a0).(b2)
4 ~(a0)— (a1)»—(b1)
5 — (a 1 )*—(bl)— (b2)

Using the admitted rules we produce the following clauses:

6 — (a 1 )«-(a2>(b1) 1 R (a0)
7 — (a 1)— (a2)*(b2) 2 R(a0)
8 -(a1)— (a2)*-(b1) 5,7 R
9 -(a1 )•- (a2) 6,8 R
10 (aO) 9 R (a0)

11 -(aO)-(alMb1) 2 R(a2)
12 -{a0).-(a1) 4,11 R
13 (a2) 12 R(a2)

It is easy to see that term 
t » (aO) + (a2) 

satisfies the desired conditions. Hence attribute b is re
dundant with respect to the description of set ^XyX^XjJ.

10.3» Inductive inference system 13
■ *

In this system we are not restricted to clauses, we can 
start from an arbitrary set of terms. We will use rules having 
the following schemes:
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t1 ,
—— where t,, tg ere -terms such that f= t, ̂ ~v> t2

~ 2 S
t, + t2 t, + t2

B- — — rr~̂

«here t ̂ , tg are arbitrary terme
t- (ap), t* - (ap) 

fi -
t - t'

«here t and t  are clauses and (a p}€ Eg.

Hie following rules are examples of scheme R_

de iûorgaii rule
- it, + t2 )

1 H

V (t2 + V

t1 * x 2  *  *1 * *3
dietributivity rule

{(ap. ) -+ ... (ap4 ) b  t
%   -1  I --------

-(ap. )* ... * -(ap. )* t

where t is an arbitrary term,

p. ,...,p , p. t...fp, are all the different values
1 X1 *>k

of attribute a,

k,l * 1,...fcard V -1,6 : -,
1 + k = card V .B

Rules R<aP> and fi(8p' are *ke special cases of rule Rç. 
All The above rules obey the falahood preserving property, 
namely if premiaes of a rule have the value (£, then the 
conclusion has the value Cf. too.
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Por a Bet Z of terms let RgtZ) denote the set of
terms containing set Z and closed with respect to all the
rules of the form R_t R+, R.

Pact 10.3* Por any terms t, tJ of language Lg if
t' € Rg( then term t'^ t is valid in S.

SxamjSle 10.3 »
We consider the system & given in example 10.1 and term
t - (alMbO) + (alHb2) + (a0)*(b2), which is the description
of set j^x^.xg.xg^. Ve start with terms t and -tg and 
we produce the following terms:

1. (a1 MbO) + (alMb2) + (aOMb2) ' t

2. -(aO)«- (a1)>- (b1) from -tg by the Morgan rule,
3. -(a1)•- (bl).- (b2) distributirity rule and R+

4. (alWbO) 1 R +
5. (aOMb2) 1 R+

6. ((al) + (aO)Mb2) 1 distributiTity rule, R+

7. -(a2).(b2) 6 Rc

8. (a1 )»— (b1).- (b2) 4 Rq

9»-(a1 )•— (a2}>— (bl) 3,7 R

10. (a1)• - (a2)>- (bl) 7,8 R
»

11. —(a2)• - (bl) 9,10 R
12. -(a2M(bO) + (b2l) tl Rq

13. -(aO).- (alM(bO) + (b2j) 2R^

14. (a2 H (bOJ + (b2}) 13 RQ

15. (b0> + (b2) 12, 14 R



Hence term (bO) + (b2) provides the description of 
set and attribute a is redundant with respect
to this description.
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